FlickGraph Provides Marketers The Highest Available Quality Of
Cinemagraph To Use On Social Media
Cinemagraphs are almost impossible to ignore due to its easy to digest functions and
amazing results. Social media is exploding with cinemagraphs that go viral.
Cinemagraph is the best scroll-stopping content making people pay attention and
giving them compelling content to share.
Cinemagraphs are almost impossible to ignore due to its easy to digest functions and amazing
results. Social media is exploding with cinemagraphs that go viral. Cinemagraph is the best
scroll-stopping content making people pay attention and giving them compelling content to
share.March 13, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Non-impressive posts or ads content is one of the main
factors resulting in most of the marketers fail to generate viral traffic and lose money on Facebook
ads. While scrolling through the news feed, people barely glimpse over traditional images that use
photos and have a hard time to commit to watching a long-form video content. Big brands like
Apple, Netflix, Canon, Mercedes-Benz, Dior, and others started using so-called cinemagraphs,
which are a unique blend between an image and a video. If people want their content to skyrocket
social shares, there is no better way than using cinemagraphs before everybody else starts using
them. Unfortunately, creating a cinemagraph is hard if using the wrong tool, and It could take
countless hours to make just one. It requires both technical skills and graphic design expertise. Now
a brand new, revolutionary FlickGraph software, which makes cinemagraph creation super-easy and
fast.
See FlickGraph demo here
With FlickGraph soft, users can create a cinemagraph from any video with repeat motion on the part
of it, like hair on the wind, pouring liquid from the bottle, candle fire. Users also can shoot short 10 to
20 seconds videos with their phone, use stock videos, or download any of millions of videos with
creative commons license for free. They can trim a cinemagraph length, tweak it by selecting repeat
or bounce loop style, and change the looping part speed in just a few clicks.
FlickGraph software is about freedom. It is not cloud-based, so its users will never have to worry
about the lag present in cloud-based video editing software, their project maintaining in an extensive
processing queuing, being affected by slow internet connection or its complete lack.
Users are getting fascinating, eye-catching, viral cinemagraphs that are perfect for both call to action
or establishing their brand. All that means that user's social post looks amazing, attracts clicks, and
is liked, shared, pinned, and tweeted to increase their exposure. Users can also use cinemagraphs
on website, blog, e-commerce store, or inside an email.
Tens of thousands of creators, marketers, entrepreneurs and businesses are already using the
software with great success every day. Users can save time and money making high converting
cinemagraphs in minutes just by using the simple and most advanced, real-time cinemagraphs
creator, FlickGraph.
"I am so excited with this approach to getting more viral shares more leads more action from all my
online efforts. A reputation and video marketing expert having the edge over other agencies makes
my life easier and help me the go-to company for cutting edge attention to my client's demographics
in all areas of my business. Thanks Darius for bringing us the best tools around to build our
success." Joseph Vaughn, a satisfied customer of Flick Graph, shared.
For more information, please visit: Flick Graph soft review
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